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Where I come from, having a are all set. The day's tro~bles 
pub to frequent is as common as can't find you here. You get a 
having a favorite . high school breather, you can't be bothered. 
team to root for on Thanksgiv- After twenty minutes inside, 
ing Day. People find company nothing's as bad as it seemed. 
among fellow patrons of com- The Rat's Just the ticket for the 
mon class who come to the pub dis enc ha n t e d , dead I in e -
for much the same reason: the burdened soul. 
pub represents a social support Friends are here. Tom tells 
group of sorts. Though each has you about the test he squeaked 
its own distinctive atmosphere through and about the one com-
and clientele, the old watering ing up. Mary's working on her 
hole is the old watering hole, no_ speech. They've got as much to 
matter what it looks like. T.he sweat over as you do, so you 
tradition of congregating there is don't feel so bad. All in the same 
as old as the keg. boat. That's why you come here. 
In Bridgewater, this tradition You get a better perspective on 
lives on in the place we call the things after you unwind, take in 
Rat. Come four o'clock, Mon- a movie, and munch on free pop-
day thru Friday, a steady follow- corn. It's the best therapy ever ... 
ing begins drifting toward the But change is coming soon. 
remotest shelter on campus. The Rat is going dry. At 12:0 l on 
Down the hall in the Student the 20th of May, the liquor lia-
U nion basement, through the bilit.Y policy of the Rat expire~. 
r're greeted by Sully, a tradition renew it. The companies fear 
in himself. "Okay, your're all lawsuits resulting from patrons 
set," he .says, after checking your of small bars like the Rat drink-
1. JJ. And itsjust that simple; you ing and driving, and they don't. 





Since the student trustee elec-
tion last week, The ·Comment 
took the time to talk to Stephen. 
DiClemente, who defeated Car-
rie Kulick 332 to 282. He said it 
was a good election. Di Clemente 
is a junior with a double major of 
Management., Science and 
History. 
With only two meetings left 
this year, we asked him what he 
thought he would get out of his 
position. Citing his intention to 
run again in the election for next 
year, DiClemente stated that ,it 
would help him learn the me1 
ing process and rrfake him . the 
best candidate for trustee in the· 
next election. As for the issues, 
he told us he believes at this time 
the Athletic Fee Committee was 
of great importance along with 
the parking problem. 
Di Clemente also talked a little 
about his activities. He has been 
a SGA senator for the last year. 
He helped in the fight against 
tuition hikes. He is now a 
member of the BSC wrestling 
team. 
When asked for a motto,. he 
replied, 0 Hard work is pressure 
and pressure promotes 
productivity.·~ 
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want to take the "risk" of insur-
ing such a place. This is bureau-
cratic folly at its most absurd 
extreme. The very action they 
have in mind--drying out the 
local pub--will facilitate more 
of what their trying to stop: 
drunk driving .. 
"At least 85% of our patrons 
walk to the Rat. We're close 
enough," says Chris Harwood, 
Rathskeller Manager. 
"It's quite a paradox," says 
Dr. Rick Veno; director of the 
BSC Student Union. •The first 
· warning sign that we got came 
during the break. I received a call 
from SMU, and they informed 
me that their liquor liability pol-
icy had been terminated. SMU 
called all over the country to find 
liquor liability coverage. The 
carriers of these policies just 
don't want to risk paying out 
of London refused 
their coverage.,, 
cont. on p.4 
Photo by Pammie Berkovits 
AFC Under Fire 
By $300,000. The AFC has a sub-
Michelie Lombardo · committee of eight who actually 
News Editor prepare the budget and present it 
Last week The Comment and to the remaining committee 
WBIM's news department members~] \ 
launched a joint investigation On March 29 the SGA held its 
into the Athletics Fees Commit- emergency session to discuss 
tee [AFC], after being contacted allegations made about the 
by an informed source who dis- AFC. [See SGA NoteboQk] This 
played,concern about the way in session yielded interviews with 
which the AFC was composed AFC member Jeff Nummelin 
and handled its duties. Shortly and former member Christine 
thereafter both news depart- Quinn, who was reappointed to 
ments were informed through the AFC at the special session. 
official channels that the SGA Numrrielin and Quinn stated 
.would be holding an emergency that at the May 8, 1984 AFC 
se~sion the next evening. The meeting they and others not on 
investigation resulted in the dis- · the budget subcommittee were 
co very of three areas of controv- presented with copies of the pro-
ersy. The areas are the manner in" posed budget which they were · 
which the 84-85 budget was expected to understans well 
voted on by the AFC, the meet- enough to vote on the same even-
sor Bent. 
President Rondileau -'ans-
wered these issues in an inter-
view with this reporter last 
Friday, March 30. Expressing 
concern for the allegations made 
above he said that he agrees stu-
dents bn the committee should 
have more ti~e to examine' the 
budget. He also stated that until 
now he did not sit on the sub-
committee as it· prepared the 
budget but that he riow plans to 
eliminate· the subcommittee. 
have the budget prepared by the 
committee as a wl)ole, and Will · 
sit in to insure that everyone is 
given enough time to understand 
the material. cont. on p.3 
ing practices of the AFC, and the ing. These statements have been / 
grounds for membership Of! the verified by a copy of the minutes ::::======:ti=/ ====:r::r 
AFC. , of the meeting and were further 
[The Athletic Fees Committee reinforced by a ·memo hearing 
is a fourteen member committee, the signature George Mccarron, 
with BSC President Adrian BSC alumni and former AFC 
Rondileau actfog as Chairper- member. to the Friends of 
son. The committee itself is Bridgewater Football. He states, 
made up of seven professional ''To this day~ I'm not sure exactly 
personnel (faculty and adminis- what is in the budget we. voted 
tration) and seven students. The on. 0 The memo is dated. Febru-
committee prepares 11nd reco-:- ary 28, 1985. The final vote of 
mends budget allotments for the this meeting was to approve the 
Athletic Department from the . budget. Eight members voted in 
money collected as the athletic · favor, two opposed, and three 
/ 
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fee from students on their semes~ abstained. Nummelin and Quinn 
ter bills. This money amounts to stated that they did not vote in a:t::========~=======!lt 
$30 per semester per student ($60 favor. According to Mccarron 's 
per year), or in to~al more than memo neither did he nor Profes-
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letters to the editor ••• 
I would like the time to 
express my gratitude to all the 
students who supported me in 
the recent Student Trustee Elec-
tion. If it weren't for you 1 
wouldn't have gotten as far as I 
did. 
The people I am most grateful 
to are Fred Clark,{ the love of my 
life), Tim Driscoll. (my right 
hand man), and Cisco Meneses, 
(the lollipop kid), who all pro-
vided kind words and the 
shoulders that kept me sane dur-
ing the past month. The election 
was an education in itself. I 
learned more from this one race 
than all of my other elections 
combined. 
The issues raised in this elec-
tion will not be forgotten. I will 
continue to be an advocate for 
student interests and fight for the 
things that are rightfully ours. 
I would like to wish Steve 
DiClemente the best of luck in 
his new endeavor. The task he 
will shortly undertake will be dif- . 
ficult and rewarding. 
Thanks again for your sup-
port. It was my last hurrah since 
I will be graduating in May and 




An open letter to the students of 
BSC 
"MlllllllHHllllll9<,....,.0o11 .. ...,..._...,.._ 
fo the past year or so, I have S.G.A. APRIL GENERA 
had the opportunity to visit the ELECTIONS 
other state college campuses 
through my involvement with N:omination papers availabl 0:1e State .Student Association _ april 
·(SSAM), and though each cam- april 8 in the S.G.A. office 3rd 
pus has its own unique features, floor of STUDENT UNION 
Bridgewater State College is STUDENT TRUSTEE 
probably the most attractive. I PRESIDENT 
I'm writing this now as the 1st VICE PRESIDENT I 
snow has melted and the ground 2nd VICE PRESIDENT 
has thawed to a mud.The college 'SECRATERY 
administration is taking steps to TREASURER I 
beautify the campus as Spring ASSISTANT TREASURER 'I 
approaches ... I am hoping that 4 SENATOR AT LARGE 
you will assist them. in their 4 SENATOR FOR EA.CH 
endeavor by taking the extr~ CLASS 86,87,88 
time -whenever possible- to use CLASS OFFICERS 
the walkways and stay off the ALL YEARS 
grass, and please,make the effort PRESIDENT 
to keep the campus clean. VICE PRESIDENT 
BSC is a beautiful campus- as SECRATERY 
students we should take some TREASURER 
pride in it. PUBLICITY DIRECTOR 
Matthew Peter Donoghue SOCIAL DIRECTOR 
YEAR BOOK 
**MUST BE MEMBER OF 
RESPECTIVE CLASS** 
REMEMBER ALL CLUB 
ELECTIONS MUST 
MADE BY APRIL 9th!!!! 
B 
· The views expressed as Com-
mentaries and Leuers to the Edi-
tor are soley the opinions of the 
author, and are not necessarily 
those of The Comment, its Edi-
tors or its Staff: ,,._ .. H)o .. 1H..-11D>CH-~-a-c:,411• 
Personals 
There is a litth boy from Sco-
tland, who is dying of cancer. His. 
simple request is to get into the 
Guiness Book of World Records for receiving the most postcards. Print your personal on a clean piece of unshredded paper and bring it to The Comment office. When submitting personals you 
muse show your Bridgewater ID. Your name is for our records only, 






Kappa Phi o~neJ?[J' is urging all 
to par1kipate and answer his 
drearrz.s. 
HERE'S HIS ADDRESS: 
Little Buddy 





As the semester progresses and graduation draws near, it is easy 
to catch the disease of Senior, Junior, Sophomore, or 
Freshman-itis! The symptoms usually begin when the weather 
gets warmer and your classes seem to get just a little bit l<;rnger. 
This also seems to be the most apathetic time of year as well. 
Inappropriatly enough, the most important decisions affecting 
your college life are made from now until the end of the semester. 
There· are several issues whirling around campus thatdeserve 
your attention. Areas that will be of more than interest to you will be the new General Education Requirement (G.E.R.) proprosals 
that may alter your core curriculum , drastic changes that are 
looming in .the future concerning housing, parking, and alcohol (or no alcohol) policy ,to mention only a few. The All-College 
Committee will also vote on the Academic Calendar through 
I 987 which will set dates of exams, breaks, graduation etc. You 
can also expect to pay a little more for your education next year. 
As you can see around you, it is a busy time of year for 
everyone. Get yourself in gear and choose your issues .and get 
involved or all your decisions will be made.for you instead of-by 
you. Work hard to keep your priorities in the proper perspe~tive 





All other material 
A II submissions must be 
received by 2:00 p.m. 
I 












John J~ Beaton,Jr. 
Tony Fagen 
. Francisco J. Meneses 
Pammie Berkovits 
Dave Cormier & Pizza 
We offer you the most complete . 
menu: in Bridgewater, everything 
from Steak to Pizza, Wine and Beer. 
A.II at a price affordable to you .. 
Staff: Douglas Benson, Roger Spring, Kristina Robbins, Joanne 
Pasquinelli, Deidre Dillman, Sandy Scoppettoulo, Ellen Harnish, 
Pammie B.erkovits, Kevin Dwyer, Laurie Vespa, Mark. Avery, 
Peggy Hayes, Phll Mac Dougall, Greg Mathis, ·Dan Grinnell, 
Laura Clark, Pat Moynihan, Mike Jankowski, Laura Sironen, 
Russell Dougherty, Shan Crete, Mike Storey, Ellen Chevalier, 
Kim M~rphy 
Business Manager 
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The meeting of the Scn<itc for 
March 5. 1985. 
Well, what can wc say. 
Anyone who mi~scd the meet-
ings reported on this week 
knows who they arc. hut we 
don't. 
The meeting was called to 
order. The minutes of the prc-
vicrns meeting were approved 
<tnd the financial report read. 
The following committees 
suhmit.tcd reports: Fkction"s, 
Student Se_rviccs, Rights and 
Freedoms, and Ways and 
Means. Rights and Freedoms 
reported that smoking <.treas will 
be posted in huildings. Smoking 
is not permitted in hnllways. 
(That's a hrcath of fresh air.) 
Next, President I .a wrencc-
gavc his Exeeut ive Report. He 
said that he met with V.P. Mea-
ney on the parking problem .. rhc 
Division of Ca pita! Pia nnin and 
Organi1ation bas agreed to huild 
a new parking lot. Thc..-re arc 
three proposed sites. Further, an 
addition to the Burrill Ave huild-
ing is heing considered. /\!so, a 
free dance on April 20 will he 
sponsored hy the S(iA to eclc-
hrate Heritage WcL:k_ Alcohol 
will he served to those with -7, 
proper ID." 
. 
Oki husincss contained only 
the resignation of Bill Chancy, 
which was accepted. 
lJ n<.lc1 new business the: con-
stitutions of the follow~ng ~·luhs 
were approved: Aceounting & 
Finance. Afro-/\111. Arts Jiu· All. 
Aviarion, Biology, Hrid~ewatt.:r 
Aris Review, Chi J\lplw, The 
Comment. Commuter Coali-
tion, Disabled Awareness Coali-
ticrn~ Farly Childhood, Earth 
Science & Geography, Ensemhle 
Thc~tt re, Forensics. l ntcrn;.1-
. tion~tl St u<lcnts, NSS HI./\, 1.~hi­
loso phy. Political. Sc:iei"lce, 
Psychology, Pre-Med, Russian, 
SAMS, Social Work, Sociology, 
Women's Center, und Commun-
. ication. The Dance Corps Con-
stitution was approved for the 
first time and. must he 
l'l'suhmitted. 
Thi.: motion lo purchase back 
Monday, April I. 1985 
issues and a subscription to the 
.\'drool /,aw Nt•wslt.'111.'f was sent 
to Ways a_nd Means. Senator 
Tom Foley was appointed to the 
Rights and Freedoms Commit-
tee. Approval for constitution of 
the American Production and 
lnvcntorv Control Society was 
delayed ~ntil March 26 so that 
the membership section could he 
revised. 
The next two motions wre 
money alloc.ations. First, $750 
was suggested by Ways and 
Means to buy prizes for an SGA 
raffle during Heritage Weck. 
. Flcctions Director Darcy pro-
posed an amendment to raise the 
amount, hut the amendment 
foiled and the original motion 
was passed. (Poor Dan!) The 
sccond w;1s for the funding of 
SSAM. Matthew Peter 
Donoghue, SSA M Representa-
tive spoke on the effectiveness of 
the group and reminded the 
Senate of the many issues it (lea ls 
with. $2500 'were all<mcd now 
with the promise of $200 at the 
end or the year, provided there 
arc sufficient funds. 
hnally the funds or the fol-
lowing clubs were fr01.en in 
response lo their neglect to sub-
mit constitutions (tsk, tsk): I.aw, 
CASH P. Chemistry, G/\ I.A, 
~ind M<ith/Computcr Science. 
The meeting was adjourned. 
toes and count them. too.) 
2'nd V. P. Nummelin intro-
duced a motion to explore the 
precedent set hy the funding of 
the Chorale Society's March trip 
for hotels and food. The motion 
was withdrawn in favor of 
another to refer the matter to 
WM. Finally memhcrs of the 
Chorale Soci-cty were introduced 
to report on their trip to 
Washington, D.C. 
Announcements were made 
and the meeting adjourned. 
The last meeting ol' the Senate 
for March 1985 was an emer-
gency sc:Ssion, called to discuss 
matters concerning the Athletic 
Fee Committee. Due to the sen-
sitive subject, the No11:huok will 
keep its comments lo itself. 
The session was held in the 
Demo f{oom of Student Union 
on March 28. The minutes of'thc 
previous meeting were ta hied. 
The Elections Committee was 
the only committee to report. 
Elections Director Darcy apol-
ogized for his tardiness at the 
polls t11at morning. There was no 
Fxecut ive Report. There was no 
old business. 
The first order of new business 
was three appointments by Pres-
ident Denis Lawrence to the 
AFC. The appointments of 
Scott Yakola, Christine Quinn. 
and Denis l.awrcncc were 
The meeting or the Senate for a pprnvcd. The next mot ion was 
March 26, 1985. to rceogni:te· the conl'titution for 
The meeting was called to the Bridgewater State Col~~gc.: 
order. Tire minutes of the pre- Associi1tion for · lntrnmutal. 
v.icrns meeting were approved Recreation, and Sport~ which 
and the financial report given. Lawrence and. Matthew Petet 
Con1mi1tces prcscntin}J. [)011o~l1t1c L'.'l(p/;1incd was a 11cv. 
reports were 1:1cctions, Student clut> meant lo replace BAI RS. It 
Services, l.egislativci\ffairs,and was yoted to postpone the final 
Ways and Means. M()st impor~ ballot until Tuesday in (Hder to 
tant is that budget m:occedings give the Senators time to rcvie\\ 
have begun for SGA funded the constitution. Finally a move.: 
cl uh:-;. The Executive Report was W<1s passed to discus~ the AFC. 
shorL President Lawrence l.uwrenec outlined "the difficul~ 
announced that SSA M is now a ti~s. The following nonSG A 
member of the national student people were introduced to speak 
association. (Jokes were h<1d.) ~ , . on the subject: Attourny Don 
Their were two items under l-h1dge, Mich;.1cl Mendlcshurg .• 
new business, both the rntific;a- Dr~ Ed Braun, und Dr. Harry 
tion of constitutions. The Dunce Lehman. Discussion was Ion!) 
Corps and the American Pro- and complex. N'othing wa!-
ductinn and Inventory Control resolved. The meet in!! Society have both hecome offi- adjourned. 
cial. (Now we ean stay on our 
For more information and an application, please send completed coupon to: Reverend jerry Dorn, Glenmary Home Missioners, Box 46404, Cincinnati, OH 45246. 
. 
Name ~~~-~-------------:~-----~ Age ___ _ 
Address ___ _,...---~---~--~---~--:---~--,-....,-~-----~ 
Clty __ __:. ___ .._ _ _...;. __ ---'~--------
Telephone 
State Zip _____ _ 
) ___________ _;. ---'-- --· -· -------~------·-"- 13 3/85 
cont. from p.i RAT 
Rathskellers at most other 
state schools have heen, or arc in 
the process of being, dosed by 
new restrictions implemented hy 
insurance companies as a result 
of the Dram-Shop Act. This set 
the precedent of har liability; in 
simple terms, the act means that 
if a person becomes intoxicated 
at a bar, then gets behind the 
wheel, the bar is held responsible 
for any damage the drunk driv-
ing patron may inflict. Thus, 
companies arc raising premiums 
for liquor liablity coverage to 
the point where small har and 
grill operations like the Rt.it arc 
unable t;> purchase it. Without 
liquor liability insur,;.1ncc, com-
mon sense dictates that liquor 
not he served .. That's just whats 
happened at SMU, Fra-
mingham, Westfield, and, soon, 
here at Bridgewater. 
The Rat is as much a dining 
place as it is a pub. The rustic 
wooden wall paneHing, the dim 
lights, and the sturdy wood 
tables and chairs combine to 
crc<1 te a tern pc red a fleet. During 
the school months between 
March '84 and February '85, the 
Rat took in .<l bout $ I00,000; 
$40.457.J9 of that . total was 
spent hy patrons purchasing 
food. The common victualer's 
license issued by the Common-
wealth or Massachusetts allows 
for the sale or alcohol in small 
restaurants ikc the Rat. But 
now, insurance companies will 
effectively neutrali:t.e the state's 
policy. In fact, it would he actu-
ratc to say that this case repres-
ents a situation where the state's 
authority is supcrccdcd by that 
of the insurance company. It's 
ominous, indeed, when we can 
sec business regulating policy. 
Reguluting policy is the rcspon-
~ihility of the govcrnn{ent: WC do 
1101 c:kcl husim:ssmcn, and we 
·cannot control their actions. 
This scenario represents an 
extremely dangerous trend. 
The drying out of the Rat will 
affect the people of this campus 
in more ways than apparent. 
Says Chris Harwood, "'The peo-
ple working here arc students, 
and they're gaining experience in 
a variety or positions. They cun 
take this experience down the 
Cape <">r up to Boston in the 
summer and get jobs there as 
waitri.;sscs, bartenders, door-
men. I mean, where else will stu-
dents he able to get this kind of 
experience?" · 
Harwood is also quick to 
address the question of responsi-
bility ... The staff here is more 
aware of their duty concerning 
alcohol that those at almost any 
har I know. We run it pretty tight 
here." 
On the door of the walk-in 
refrigerator behind the bar, a 
poster reads:"'Drink Responsi-
hly". A notice dearly stating that 
those 41ppcaring intoxicated will 
not he served hangs on the wall. 
When asked about these, Har-
wood smites, .. we're promoting 
moderation." 
Si1ys Dr. Veno, .. legislation is 
the probable solution. A hill 
that would create a "risk pool" 
was discussed at the Student 
Union Director's meeting on 
March 20th. We also discussed 
the possihilty of the state schools 
jointly purchasing our liability 
coverage, and we gave that the 
initial go ahead .. " 
I )r. Veno also said that if and 
when a hill is proposed, var.ious 
groups of people students and 
small businessmen would 
show enough support to get the 
situation turned around. But the 
legislative process takes time. 
I .ots of time. Whether or not the 
current situation at the Rat can 
he rectified hy Septmhcr remains 
to he seen. I wouldn't het on it. 
As it now stands, the Rat will 
operate fort he rest oft his semes-
ter as it usually docs. May 20th 
would be the time to close the· 
Raf down for the summer any-
ways. The issue concerns what 
we'll he coming hack to, and 
right now, that looks like a dry 
Rat. Boo:t.e is not the most 
attnu;tivc·aspcct of the Rat, hut 
being able to share a pitcher with 
rriends is one <">!"the unique plea-
sures that you can't get ~mywhcrc 
else .in such dose proximity. 
l·riends like to gel to get her, 
have a few beers. and relax. 
There's nothing wrong with this. 
On the contrary. socializing in a 
place where moderation is 
stressed, where responsibility is 
encouraged, is an ideal situation. 
And nn-onc has to drivc. 
Thanks to the insurance com-
panies and their pretzel logic, a 
lot more friends from Bridge-
water State will.be driving to the 
watering hole in September. But 
I guess no-one at the insurance 
companies ever thought of this. 
· Ah, what fools these mortals 
b~ ... 
Summer Job Market 
Cape Cod, Massachusetts and 
the off-sh<irc islands of Martha's 
Vineyard and Nantucket have 
m6rc good paying jobs open to 
. students and teachers this 
summer than ever before. 
For. generations ~usiricsscs in 
these resort areas have hired col-
lege students from all over' the 
country, particularly from the 
~ew England •. New York, and. 
Pennsylvania areas. · 
According to .Bonnie Bassett, 
spokesperson for the Cape Cod 
Summer Job Bureau, .. the recent 
explos.ive growth in tourism here 
. has created unprccentcd scram-
bling by businesses looking for 
summe~ help. !he seasonal job 
market has never been this 
good ... thc jobs arc waiting, now 
'wcjust·riced people to fill' them. 
The opportunities arc exciting, 
the pay is good, and now is the 
time to act." 
.. Hiring goes pn right through 
June", Ms. Bassett added, "but 
the choice jobs generally go to 
those ,who apply earliest. There 
are no employment fee.s ... 
For immediate information 
on the many kinds of jobs availa-
ble and details on how to apply, 
send a LONG self-addressed 
STAMPED envelope to: 1985 · 
Summer Jobs Program, Box 
594, Room 13, Barnstable, MA. 
0?610. 
Discov~r half-price· paperbacks at Annie's 
"Browse through over 30 categori¢s 
from· bestselt~rs to rar.e fin~& 
"Buy gently read paperbacks· at half-price 
or trade yours· for credit and' save ·morel!! 
Annie's Book Stop~ 
The Great 'American Book Exchange 
1753 South Main St. 







From UPI Sources 




President Reagan has called the killing of an Army officer an 
"unwarranted tragedy." Major Arthur Nicholson was killed a 
week ago in East Germany. The Soviet Union, while expressing 
regrets for the death, maintain that the major was a "spy" and was 
caught "red handed." Reagan has challenged the assertation that 
Nicholson was a spy and has demanded a full explanation. 
The Soviets claim that Nicholson and a driver entered a res-
tricted area and were taking photographs of Soviet military hard-
ware. They say he was killed only when he ignored a warning shot 
and tried to escape. The State Dep~rtment denies the two Ameri-
cans were on restricted territory. They say there was no warning 
shot and the driver was not allowed to help Maj or Nicholson. The 
Soviets offered no medical help. Spokesman Larry Speakes says 
there was no justification for the killing and that the White Hous/OI 
is considering diplomatic retributions. 
The Soviet Union warned that the Congressional approval of 
the MX Missile has presented "new logjams" at the arms control 
talks in Geneva. Last week marked the first full week of the talks. 
The sessions have been broken down into three teams, each 
discussing a single issue. They· will discuss both long and medium-
range missiles as well as space weapons. 
The South African government warns that support for the 
banned African National Congress is the same as support for the 
Soviet Union. The government claims the Soviet Union is behind 
the protests of South Africa's apartheid policy. The white govern-
ment feels that the communists are also supporting "the perpetra-
tors of violence in South Africa." 
Iraq reports that its' warplanes made strikes against a large 
vessel in the Persian Gulf, four Iranian cities: and two militai:y 
bases. Iraq also made attacks on the capital city of Teheran. Iran 
reports that at least 45 people were killed and over 260 others were· 
injured in the two days of attacks. 
A woman has recanted her testimony in which she linked the 
military to the shooting death of Phillipine opposition leader 
Benigno Aquino. A general has been one of those charged in the 
1983 assassination. A rosecu or i · · 
The Red Brigades have claimed responsibility for the killing of 
Italy's best kno~n labor expert. ~ Red Brigade pa~phlet was left 
by Ezio Tatantelli's body after hem~ gunned down m R_ome. A left 
wing radio statio.n in Manila received a ca.11 less that two hours 
after the the slaying by a p·erson who said the death was the 
responsibility of the Italian terrorist organization. 
A British U .N. official and a French Cultural Director h?ve 
become the latest kidnap victims in Lebanon. The local officials 
are under heavy pressure from foreign diplomats~~ pnd the two 
men. Also in Lebanon, police repo~t that two militia men :vere. 
killed in renewed fighting between rival Moslem groups. Offtcals 
say that Syria is in contact with the rival group to help deter any 
further violence. 
CBS News reports that the Soviet Union was able to hide 
bugging devices in typewriters at the U.S. Embassy in Moscow. A 
dozen typewriters contained transmitters that.broadcast.to ant~n­
nnas outside the embassy walls. CBS says that the Soviet Union 
gained access to information ranging from routine to highly · 
classified. · · 
Nicaraguan rebel commander Eden Pastora claims that th~ . 
U.S. State Department and the CJ.A. are trying to kill the gue:ma 
movement. Pastora claims that two political_figures in Washi~g­
ton told him that the CJ.A. and the State Department are trymg 
to discredit him and his guerilla outfit by spreading rumors about 
Pastora's involvement in drug trafficking. 
r--~;;~;;m:g::p:n::;--t 
t t 
t ~Candy-Grams! /~ • t ' -. ·~/ - t t" For.any occasion f 
f *Birthdays t 
ff *Anniversaries ! , 
*Or just to make someone ·smile. ~ 
t Al/ deliueries must be made on campus! For more infa(mation and to order:. f' 
t ~~ t 
t at Wood t-
f ~ t Order ·Now! t 
' t 
cont. from p.3 AFC 
conducted in an ••open forum". 
The Friends of Bridgewater 
Football made the same reqlJest 
in a letter to Pres. Rondileau 
dated March 8, 1985. Braun 
stated to The Comment that the 
open process is necessary to 
solve the problem of "lack of 
accountability." 
The final area of controversy 
involves two students, formerly 
the Co-Presidents of Bridge-
water Association Intramural 
Recreation and Sport [BAIRS] 
who had been serving as student 
representatives on the AFC by 
virtue of their position as defined 
by the AFC policy of the Board 
of Trustees. The policy states 
that the other five students on 
the committee are to· be 
appointed by the SGA using 
their usual governmental pro-
cess. The BAIRS organization 
was dissolved in March , J 984. 
However, the two representa-
tives, Michael Mendlesburg and 
Eileen Flaherty continued their. 
duties on the AFC. At the SGA 
session of March 29, I 985 the 
authorization of these two stu-
dents as voting members on the 
AFC was questioned. [Mendles-
burg was present; Flaherty was 
not.] ' 
When BAIRS was disbanded, 
a memo dated March 2 I, I 984 to 
Ruggiero from Michael Storey, 
Sports Information/ Intramu-
rals and Recreation Director, 
suggested that the money allot-
ted to BAIRS be given to the 
newly formed Ski Club and Out-
door/ Adventure Club. Men-
dlesburg and Flaherty became 
the presidents of these two 
organizations, respectively. In 
some undetermined way the 
clubs became what has come to 
ation [IRAJ in replacement of . 
BAI RS. The Board of Trustees, 
howeve.r, has no record of a" con-
stitution for the I RA. The organ~ 
ization can not assume the 
Monday, April 1, 1985 The Comment s 
Test yourseH. 
Which early pregnancy test is as 
easy to read as red, no-white, yes? 
Which is a simple one·step test? 
Which has a dramatic color change 
to make the results unmistakable? 
Which is 98% accurate, as accurate 
as manv hospital and lab tests? 
Which is portable for convenience 
and privacy? 
constitution of the BAI RS with-
out resubmitting it to the Board 
as its own. 
Braun has stated that to his 
knowledge no election ever put 
these two students into office. 
When Storey was questioned on 
the matter he answered very gen-
erally that he and Ruggiero 
assisted the students in their 
position. At the SG1 meeting 
cJe(µrict; J:ie sat , . . 
were the only two remainmg 
members and wentto the people 
they considered their advisors, 
Storey and Ruggiero. Together 
jSilld e1a~ nox 
· lq8JJ aJ,IlOA 
the four of them decided ~o 
change the structure ot tne 
organization. Mend\esburg 
pointed out the \udicrasy of he 
and Flaherty holding an c\cction 
to elect one another. 
ln their new offices they con-
tinued performing in the same 
capacity they had prcvious\y. 
They had hccn n.:spunsihk for 
various duties in the Athletic 
b~et as, th~ir other obHgatioit's. 
The minutes of the May 8, .1984 
AFC meeting read that .at the 
.. time former AFC member Fran-
cont. on p.6 
COWGE com ARE GOING UR 
BUT SO IS THE · . 
ARMY COLLEGE FUND. 
Tuition, books, lab fees, college 
living expenses_.:.: all seem t? be cli.mb-
ing relentlessly~ .Well,.here·s som~, 
good news from the Arrny. Today s 
Army College Fund is climbing too .. 
You can now accumulate over $25,000 
for college, if you qualify. · 
What's more, yoi.dl study, learn 
and become profici~nt in a useful skill. 
· It could be a skill with so wide an 
_application in both military and c~vil .. 
'ian life that it might help you decide 
what to take ih college. 
If you're-aetermined to go on · 
. to college, but you don't know where 
the money is coming from, pick up 
an Army College Fund booklet from 
·. yoQr local recruite'r. ·It offers several 
. options you'll ·want to investigate." 
Stop by or calL sFc JOHN KEMP _ 
. . 
6 Trescott Street 
Taunton, Mass. 
Tel. 822-4291 
t . ~· Only $~~Q(J . t ·;ARMY:'·-· f" :··,.; ' ·'..,·:~··· . ;.... ·"-'"·'' .~'.·;~ .. ~··.~.+t"L_ _ ___;._--,-------:-------:---------J --------~~-~--~--
The' Comment Monday; April-I, 19'85 
cont. from p.5 AFC 
cisco Meneses asked wh°' would 
replace the representatives from 
the dissolved BAIRS. The 
record states, "Vice President 
Deep indicated that the same 
number of students will always 
be on the Athleti.c Fee Commit-
tee and that the president and/ or 
the vice president of the Adven-
ture Club/ Ski Club would prob-
ably serve in that capacity." 
to Pres. Rondileau on March 27, 
1985 says, "Since the BA.IRS 
organization was administra- · 
tively phased out-on March 21, 
I 984. the SGA questions the 
right of the Athletic Administra-
tion to appoint student represen-. 
tatives to this committee. In view 
of the circumstances, if~ls the 
feeling of the Student Govern-
ment Association that these 
appointments should be made 
by us.,. Pres. Rondi1eau's return 
letter of March 28, I 985 dis-
misses the allegation that the 
athletic adminstration appoints 
students to the AFC. He went on 
to say that since Mendlesburg 
and Flaherty are still fulfilling 
their old jobs, the intent of the 
Board of Trustees' policy is still 
being fulfilled. Both men have 
indicated their belief that some 
type of replacement organiza-
-tion should be officially organ-
ized. The specifics of such an 
organization, however, have not 
been discussed or decided. · 
VJ 
Lawrence concurs. His letter· 
.~..------------------------------------~~ 
Fourth Annual 
Summer French Study Program 
at 
Southeastern Massachusetts University 
and 
The University of Montreal 
The French Summer Studies Program is open to all who wish to expand 
their langu(lge ability (cultural and linguistic). Students may earn up to 9 
(nine) college credits in the six-week program , plus a certificate from 
The University of Montreal 
June 24 - July 12 
at 
SMV 
June 24 - August 2, 1985 
For further information contact: 
·Dr. Melvin Yoken 
French Section 
Southeastern Massachusetts University 
North Dartmouth, Massachusetts 02747 
(617) 999-8335 or (617) 999-8332 
July 15 ·August 2 
in 
Montreal 
A RESUME CAN'T GET YOU A JOB! 
But a properly preserl'ted resume can get you an interview ... 
. and that's what a .resume should be designed to do! 
A~UJ1 ,,tm~··· ~u l~ LYt . . . .. 
SPECIALIZES IN RESUMES 
:If 
·; Since 1.981-(wr principals have beenpreparing resumes and advising clients on 
job hunting, interviewing, and career progress. We offer a full range of very 
affordable services: from resume writing to career cons.ultation. 
It air begins with a personal interview ... And thats FREE. Give us a call and then 
clip outthe couponbelqw for a 10 percent discount on any service we provide. 
/T~SA FACT: ~ 
The.time.to begin your 
Career Search is NOW ... 
Not June or September. 
.CAll:·-TODAY 697-2453 
l C?121al ~f/Jmt ?ceJ. · 
P.O. Box 73, Bridgewater, MA 02324 
10% OFF 
THE BEARER OF THIS COUPON 
IS ENTITLED TO 
10% OFF 
ANY SERVICE PROVIDED BY 
Cj/Jd (~ eMJ!t-?C&i 
. 10% OFF 
********************* ' .: ··.·.•... .. . . .it .Gerreezer!~, ic· 
Announcement 
Dieter's Dilemma 
. Do you have a friend, roommate~ or know of someone who 
seems ·to have bad eating habits? Do yQu suSpe.~t she may be 
heading towards anorexia or bulimia? . . 
A fellow J3ridgewater State College student of yours, who is a 
recovering bulimic, knows and understands many of the_proble?1s 
you.are going through and would like to share her e:x,penence with 
you and her approach to recovery. · 
Plymouth C_ounty Room 
(Opposite the Student Union Director's Office) 
Tuesday Evenings 7-9 
Social Work Club presents the Lester Houston Memorial 
Speech: "We May Have Come on Different Ships, But We're All 
in the Same Boat Now", to be given by Mel King on April 4 from 
11:15-12:00 p.m. in the Maxwell Library Lecture Hall. A recep-
tion will follow in the Heritage Room.· The lecture and reception 
are open to the public. For more information please call 697-1334. 
The English Department and the Russian Club present the 
Russian literary classic, '"Oblomov", on Wednesday, April 3rd at 
3:00 p.m. in the Dail Access Viewing Room ob the ground floor of 
the library. The film is in Russian with English subtitles. Admis-
sion is free and Russian refreshments will be served. 
The Earth Sciences and Geography Dept along with the Earth 
Sciences and Geography Club prese"present the lecture, "Acid 
Rain: Fact and Fiction"to be given by Professor Margaret Souza 
of the Chemistry Department at Bridgewater on Wednesday, 
April 3rd at 7:30 p.m. in the Lecture Han (Room 8309) of the 
Conant Science Building. The lecture is free, and open to the· 
public. Refreshments will be served beginning at 7:00 p.m. 
The Maxwelll Library presents a poetry reading to be given by 
Ruth Feldman, a Cambridge _poet and a 1982 winner of the 
prestigious Sotheby's International Poetry Contest. Mrs. Feld- . 
man, widely known as a translator of Italian poetry~ has appeared 
on Italian television and has read on Vatican radio. She will be 
reading selections of her works on Wednesda!, April 3rd at 3_:00. 
p.m. in the Heritage Room of the Maxwell Library. A recept10n 
will follow. 
The Maxwell Library present the exhibit, "Photographs of 
/re/and", in the Heritage Room on the first floor of the Maxwell 
Library. The collection includes the works of Professor John 
Droege of the Art Department at BSC; Frank J?alton, a Newbu-
ryport Artist; and Maura Koutougian of the Massachusetts Col-
,lege of Art. 
Tfie Multicultal Committee pres~nts the film, "Wild 8_trawb-
berries ", .to ·he hosted by Terry Anne Vigil, ~rants <?fflce, on 
Tuesday, April 2nd at 12:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. m_the Dial Access 
Viewing Roorn on the ground floor of Maxwell Librar~. Refresh-
ments will be served at the evening show. · 
The Anderson Gallery presents the exhibit, "Fiber Str_uctures", 
by Dianne Stanton beginning March 25 t~~ough April 19. The 
exhibit consists of traditional and non-traditional baskets woven 
in splint and wicker withj ho0p ad rib techniques. The Anden;. ~1 
Gallery, located in tk· Art Building is open Monday through 
Frid;.y trom 8:00 a.m.-3:30 p.m . 
The Student Union Art Gallery presents the e~hibit, "Kaleidos-
copic Visions", through April 19. The Stud~nt ynion Pr~gram 
Committee presents this student art show which is a col~ection of 
selected art work of Bridgewater students. The gallery is, located 
on the. third floor. of the S.U. and is open ... Monday through 
Thursd~y frqm 10:00-3:00 and 6:00-8:00 p.m. 
The Commment will be holding elections for Editor-in-Chief on 
Thurs. April 4th in the· Comment Office at 11 :OO~ · .. . 
5c:e Creatrt '& ~a·A.:~fii ~ . B.P .L~-The Bridgewater Public Library will hosf a record concer-t ~~:~:::~:~~::~:.~~::~~:~g~~'.:~~::~~:~~~; ALL STORES OPEN 7 DAYS 
Our new West Bridgewater Store is only 10 minutes crway; at 
the Juncti~r:a of fltes 28 & 106 in West Bridgewate~. . . . . 
We are open until 9:00 p.rn. seven nights.per week, and U)e 
fea_ture the finest and most tasty ice cream yoµ've ever had, as well as. 
the freshest and finest bakery products c:znywhere. 
:'k Tuesday April, l6 "An exercise w9rkout you'll never forget! Small 
.ic l gym, .12-1:15 pm. Inst. Nina Constantinides. 
~ : lm~ortant Date- Date of Internshipn Applica:tion Deadline: 
°""' ' Marc~ 25, 1985~ (Deadline announced previously was March 20 
-iC. 1 but this is the midst of ~pring Break.) ' 
_i.,. Save 10% on any purch'ase.with this ad/ -iC. A 
...,... . , ~ . ttention _PE 463 - This one's f~r you! Get ready, get set, and go to ~-· A. L.L BRE·AD,S • ROLLS .SLICEO_O. N PRE Ml.SE. S "'l' room 120 m the ;Kelley Gymnasium on April 9;1985 at 12;00 noon ~ Exp~rience recreation at its best. This is. iMhe one the only, th~ NO. SCITUATE HINGHAM . DUXBURY HANSON ~ best event of the year, 
, i{ 88 Country Way Hingl,lam Centre Hall's Corner Rtes. 27 & 58 ."'l' 
: 
545-5989 749·5249 934-0246 293-1313 ic WILD STRA WBERRIES:Directed by Ingmar Bergman. Pres-
Open 7.g Open 7.9 Open 7 A.M.·6 P.M. ·open 9.9 ic ! ented. b~ the Multicu1tur-al Commite and.'the Maxwell Library. 
VISIT OUR NEW STORES IN WEST BRIDGEWATER,& BROCKTON _ i( There will be two showings: Tuesday April 2 au2:00 noon and ~ /rj . Z: ..B ~ .B [ Q f ! i( ~i~ ~:;;Ss Viewing Rooin Maxwell Libr,.;}' *~z..er-s- . e . (:t*~~li* 4.Jcf :~ ~Cl*·...,.~ t,,.· .. a..:: ..... Refteshment~.~nfc1,,_,dise"11LS.smas'.18it·ih~.'e-v.emll'g'..Slra~ .. "'-'~~.;A;.;·.~ 
Introducing . . 
MEL KING 
Profile: Melvin H. King 
Mel King was born in Bos-
ton, Massachusetts, October 20, 
1928. He was educated at Boston 
Technical High School and 
awarded a Bachelor of Science 
degree from Claflin College· in 
Orangeburg, South Carolina. 
Mr. King received a Master of 
Education degree from Boston 
Teachers College. He has also 
done academic work at Nor-
theastern University, Boston 
University and the U niversiy of 
Massachusetts Amherst. 
in community developmment 
for over thirty years. Fifteen 
years were spent as a youth wor-
ker/ organizer for United South 
End Settlements. In 1967 he 
became Executive Director of 
the U rbvan League of Greater 
Boston. During his term, Mr. 
King was instrumental in the 
development of the Joint Center 
for Community/ University 
Training; a collaboration with 
Boston College. The Small Busi-
ness Development Center was 
one product of that collabora-
tion. He has also been Chairman 
of the Bi~hop's Housing Action 
Group, Chairman of Low-Cost 
Housing, Inc., a contributor to 
the Presidential Committee on 
Transportation, and a board 
member of the Metropolitan 
Council for Education· 
Opportunity. 
Big Brother Award; Goodwill 
Associates: Certificate of Merit; 
Massachusetts Conservation· 
Commission: Award For Work 
in Agriculture. 
He also has authored the 
book, Chain of Change (1981), 
which is an historical chronol-
ogy of the struggle for Black 
Community development in 
Boston. 
Mel King was State Represen-
tative from 1973 to 1982 for the 
communities of Jamaica Plain, 
South End, Roxbury, Mission 
Hill and the Fenway. Represen-
tative King successfully led the 
1981 referendum campaign to 
establish district elections l.n 
Boston. He introduced and sup-
ported legislation to create the 
community Dev e 1 o pm en t 
Finance Corporation, which 
received an appropriation of 
$10,000,000. As one result of this 
legislation the Boston Bank of 
Commerce recently received 
funding in the amount of 
$800,000 .. Mel King's final legis-. 
lative victory in 1982 was obtain-
ing an overwhelming vote to 
override Governor Ed King's 
veto of legislation to withdraw 
public pension funds inv.ested in 
South Africa. 
Mr. King resides in the South 
End with his wifo J oyc~ and six 
children. 
MOI)aay, April l_;, ~9S~ 
As an educator, Mel King has 
held positions as a math teacher 
in the Boston Public Schools 
and as instructor at Northeast-
ern University and Boston Uni-
versity's Metropolitan College. 
In 1971 he joined the Masssa-
chusetts Institute of Technology. 
His first position was Associate 
Director of the Community Fel-
lows Program (a program he 
helped to create) and lecturer in 
the Department of Urban Stu-
dies. In 1976 he became Adjunct 
Professor and Director of the 
Community Fellows Program. 
Mel King hs been a vital force 
Mel King's commitment and 
service to the communities of 
Boston .have earned him respect 
and recognition. Over the years 
many organizations have. bes-
towed awards upon him for out-
standing service. Some of these 
include the Big Brother Alliance: Melvin R King Photo by Don West, copyright 1984 
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I 
"We may have come on 
difjerent ships, but we're 
all in the same boat now" 
APRIL 4, 
11:15-12:00 
Library Lectur~ Hall" 
Rec~ption sponsored by 
Social Work Department 
10:30-11:15 
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Apply for a Sears.Credit Card now while you're still in school 
' It'~ ~asi~r to g_et a Sears Credi~ Card:than you 
might thmk. You don't need a big bank account 
or a f:ull-time job or even a diploma. If you are 
a resp~msible persol} with the ability to paY. 
your bills, Sears believes you deserve credit 
and will handle it with care. · 
It's smart 
to establis~ creditnow 
A Sears Credit Card can be extremely'help-
ful to you, especially if you're a junior, semor 
or graduate student. It could be your first step 
in building a credit history. A credit history : 
that will help you get the credit you'll want 
when you leave school. . · · 
Nationwide credit at Seats 
-and no annual fee 
-There are over 3000 Sears Retail and Cata-
log Stores all across the coontry, and your 
Sears Credit Card is good at,.every one of 
them. Plus, unlike some credit cards, there's 
no annual fee for a Sears Credit Card and 
finance charges are always'fully disclosed on 
your Sears statement.· · · 
Over 100,000 fine products 
. and services iJ,t Sears 
With a Sears Credit Card you can choose 
from. an enormous range of products and 
serv1ces---all backed by Sears famous 
promise, "Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your 
Money Back:' And when you don'thave time 
to get to a Sears Store, use your Sears Credit 
Card to order by phone from our famous 
catalogs. Just say "Charge It!" . 
Apply for a Sears Credit Card 
call 1-800-323-327 4 
In Illinois call: 1-800-942-7 446 
When you call, ask for the New Accounts 
Operator, at extension 90. Please calL9 A.M. 
to 9 P.M. Monday through Friday, 9 A.M. to 
4 P.M. Saturday. 






This is, as the title indicates, a 
fantastic story. Here I will docu-· 
ment the story of a man who 
enjoys every -vice (i.e. smoking, 
drinking, poor nu.trition, etc.) 
but consideres himself unef-
f ected by it all. In fact, he has the 
audacity to consider himself in 
excellent physical condition. 
To keep in fashion with both, 
fantastic stories and, Rod 
Serling-like opening - mono-
logues, we will take a back seat 
and ride with this man who is 
about to embark on a journey 
that will test the very fiber of his 
being and the strength of his 
somewhat twisted convictions. 
Chapter One 
Late on a Saturday night, one 
ts at best conscious let alone 
reasonable. One is likely to agree. 
'to do almost anything. Any chal-
lenge, no matter how absurd, 
will be taken with the fervour of 
a gentleman insulted. And that, 
in a nutshell, was how our hero 
was lured into his first race; a 
mere 5.5 Sunday·morning jog. 
As the light oJ Sunday morn-
ing .. beamed into bloodshot eyes 
of this spartan, he struggled off 
the sofa. His friend fitted him 
with the necessary attire which 
consisted of red shorts, a red T 
shirt and a pair of worn out 
Nikes. They then participated in 
a ritual of Alka-Seltzer and 'hair 
of the dog' if you will. . 
Upon h!s arrival to the start-
ing area, our hero observed peo-
ple running, milling about and 
generally doing a convincing job 
of themselves. 'How strange this 
all is' mused our hero as he and 
his companion walked into the 
hall where registration took 
place. After a myriad of ques-
tions, he was given a number to 
pin on and led outside where an 
announcement was being made 
that tjie race would start in one 
minute. He soon found himself 
embedded in a mass of hopping 
humans and limbering limbs at 
the starting line. 
A GUN BLAST ... SHOCK-
... FEAR ... His eyes were wide 
open as he was swept away in a 
tide of runners. He ran and 
weaved and did everything he 
could to keep from being 
trampled. But after a few 
moments the crowd had thinned 
enough to allow our hero to 
regain his composure. At the 
head of the pack he saw a police 
car and the ironic thought came 
to him, 'this is the first time I 
have ever chased a police car'. 
He ran on for some time, 
determined to ignore his various 
bodily complaints and, in short, 
trying hard not to allow any 
thought whatsoever to cross his 
mind (a feat which normally he 
could achieve with minimal 
effort). He observed the other 
runners. He felt somehow super-
ior in and about his decadence. 
In fact, it even seemed to inspire 
him. · 
This is what occured to him 
just as he was rounding a bend, 'I 
must have gone two, two and a 
half miles by now ... feel alright.' 
And then, ahe.ad of him lay a 
nightmare in the form of a car 
with a sign on it. "No ... N-
o ... No .. .it can't be!" cried our 
hero. And meanwhile, a man on 
the sidewalk was calling out 
times, "8:05 ... 8:09". Yes, our 
hero was the picture of a disalhi-
sioned man as he glumly passed 
the sign that read 'I mile'. 
A new state of mind impressed 
itself .upon him. Sadly, the 
author must confess, it was one 
of .despair. The next three miles 
were void of thought. His m,ind 
was fixed on guaging his physio-
,_ 
Good times mean getting together 
with good buddies and f?udweiser.' 
There's somethingabout a couple of 
beers with friends that makes. for great 
camaraderie. 
Beer is meant to be enjoyed by -
adults. socially. It is also the beverage 
of MODERATION. Good judgment 
should be. used whenever yo1J drink, 
Make sure "your drinking buddies 
are thinking buddies'' and exercise 
good judgment. Especially· ft they 
drive!When they need a good friend 
... think for them! Don't let them get 
behind the wheel "'- the outcome 
could be disastrous. 
At Anheuser-Busch, we are con-
cerned about you, our valued 
customer. We support research, 
educati<;,m and trnatment programs 
aimed a1·combatingalcoholism and. 
alcohol abuse. . . 
To obtain your personal key ring 
guide to responsible beer dri,nking, 
send $1.50 which includes postage 
and handling to: ·. · .. . 
MODERATION KEY RING 
W. 1614 Riverside "* 
Spokane, ·wA 99201 
-.. 
- \ . 
I 
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. - . ONE OF THE ANHEUSER·BUSCH COMPANIES . 
• 
logical energies and ot bizarre 
dreams. Not until the fourth mile 
did consciousness, revl.sithim. A 
hill, more like,' a mountain, 
appeared before him from 
around a corner. A dull sadistic 
p1easure overtook him, 'I WILL 
KILL THE HILL' rang through 
his mind. It was as if he were 
babbling from brain fever. Upon 
reaching its summit he viewed a 
long tabled which was staffed by 
several people. 
'What are they doing?' he 
wondered, 'cups ... water...drin-
king ... on the head? They seem to 
be anointing themselves.' His 
senses were failing him. At this 
_point our hero either took or was 
given a cup (the author admits to 
being confused) and splashed his 
bur-ning head. 
The small remaining trace of 
his equalibrium told him that he 
was now · running downhill. 
Some strength and sanity seeped 
back 'into his body. There was 
one flat- mile left. All he could 
think about was the quaking, 
highly unsta.ble struct,ures 
beneath him which had been his 
legs before the race but which 
were now reduced to 'indecisive 
creatures threstening to collapse 
in one instant and hinting at vic-
tory with smooth strides in the 
next. 
Eventually the finish line came 
into sight. Yes readers, it did. 
exist. And our hero not only 
reached it but managed to draw 
himself erect and cross it with 
long majestic strides. However, 
as soon as he was alone, the 
facade was discarded and 
exhaustion and beta-endorphirts 
overtook him. He wandered 
about, coughing and shaking. 
'O Wretchedness' 
'O Debuachery' 
'Has he beaten you?' 
Will this experience change his 
attitude towards his heinous 
lifestyle? We'll see in th~ next 
chapter. 
TYPING SERVICES 
Resumes, Labels, Reports 
Couerletters, Thesis, Etc. 
Done on a .. word processor for 
quick changes and/or updates. 
Dianne 294-8240 ($5.00 min.) 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
National company has 
immediate openings for college 
students. Full and parttime. 
Flexible hours. Above average 
earnings. Scholarship bonuses. 
Can lead to high level 
managerial position upon 




Nationally Published Writ~r 
Professionally Printed 
Free Lijeti,,;.e Updating 
Special Student Rates 
Fall River (617) 674~4672 
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1. _Prizesf01: solving trivia·questions are two movie tickets to each 
wmner which are good at General Cinema Theatres. 
2. All ent~ies must be ~eceived at the Comment office by 2:00 p.m. 
on the Friday following the issue date. Only.one entry per contest-
ant. Comment employees are ineligible. . 
3. There can only be two winners a week, thats all we can afford, 
so when there are more than two winners we'll have a lottery. 
4. Contest only Ofen to Bridgewater State College students, 
faculty and alumm. All entries are to be submitted to the Com-
me~t secretary between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. A 
~alzd I. D. must be approved by the secretary. The entry should 
mclu~e the an_swers, your name, address, and telephone number. 
5. Winners wzll be notified in the nexi issue of the Comment. 
6. The person(s) with the most number of correct answers will be 
eligible to win the passes. 
CONTEST NUMBER FIVE 
I. In 1963. Valentina V. Tereshkova became famous. What did 
she do? 1 
· 2. What airport is the busiest airport (total takeoffs and landings) 
in the U.S.? 
3. Who sang the song "Because the Night''? 
4. This entertainer's real name is Alphonso D'Abruzzo. You know 
him from "M.A.S.H." What is his name now? 
5. Only two United States presidents have won Nobel Peace Prize. 
One in. 1906 and the other 'n 1919. Who were they? 
-Purple Reigns 
By Head. They performed many 
·Mark Avery songs from their comeback 
Staff Writer album Perfect Strangers such as 
conductor, which blinked in 
green and red. 
'Deep·Purple reigned ~upreme Knocking at Your Back Door. 
at the Centrum and the Civic Under the Gun, and the title cut 
Center for four sold-out shows Perfect Strangers. For those 
this March. In fact, a Hall & who loved the old Deep Purple, 
Oates show was cancelled at the there was Strange Kind of 
Civic Center to add the fourth Woman, and extended versions 
Deep Purple show. I saw them at of Child in Time and Space 
There were no submissions for the trivia contest of March 4th. the Civic Center from the tenth Truckin'. Pleas~ be aware that if youJmew one answer and turned it in to row. It was an excellent show, In these songs all the members 
When they finally left the 
stage the crowd was all standing 
and cheering but it was not over 
yet: They came back out and did 
My Woman From Tokyo while 
giant balloons were released into 
the audience. We bounced them 
around until one hit Ian Gillian 
who promptly fell over. He then 
got up and tossed it back into the 
illlliiil••~G11e1n18e.ra111c1''"1151ine"m1a1.1P1111e-.as"e~tpu"r~n'· iMn's"o'm"e!!"l·:a1n's1w"'e'r1~·-thlils'w~ef.e~k!b~e!c'a1u~se,.•llT!!··~h--ey•u"s11e"-a11· ·•allmtl" ..'o1st1. 1ar~I-th1111e  .. 1gllflim1· i . ;llJ•• • 
we like giving the passes away and hope you enjoy the trivia. micks expected in a rock con- His guitar 'seemed hot as he· ·and the audience. . 
The answers to contest number four: cert. They had the. shootiilg raced his fingers along the feet . Deep Purple then performed 
1. The letter. O lazers of ZZ Top and Yes, Iazer board and bent the Wha Bar to what Gillian called the saddest 
2. A butcher graphics like Blondie and Dio, get the -sounds he w~nted. In and slowest song they ever did, 
3. Missouri and Maine psychedelic backdrops similar to some instances he would Speed King. Several female fans 
4. Amanda Bellows David Gilmour's, a reflecting respond to Gillian's shrieking rushed the stage at the end and 
5. True mirror ball like Triumph's, giant vocals with matching guitar Ian Gillian picked one up over 
,balloons. like Jethro Tull, and a notes. When Jon Lord· per;. his shoulder and walked off. Rit~ 
brightly colorful light show that formed his keyboard solos he chie Blackmore was dragged off 
The editors and the staff would like. to take this opportunity 
to thank John Beaton Jr.for serving as Entertainment Editor for 
the first half of the semester. We truly appreciate your invaluable 
assistance in helping us out when the chips were down. Best of 
luck in all your future endeavors John. Thanks again. 










have been called 
, powerful, emotional 
thoughtful and 
UPLIFTING! 
f tudent Union Ballroom 
·_dURS .. APRIL 11, 8: PM. 
almost every group uses. literally tipped the keyboards stage by one eager, · ove'rly 
For. Deep Purple, though, back and forth without missing a aggressive fan .. Finally, they 
these gimmicks were only icing note. I really expected that he came out for a final encore per-
on the cake. What made their would knock it over. Ian Paile forming their classic Smoke on 
show was the fantastic music. also performed the standard the Water. We left this great con-
After ten years the group still drum solo that is in almost ever:y cert with ringing in our ears that 
sounds excellent. They opened· conc:rt. ~y fav?rit~ solo was a did not go away until late the 
the show with Highway Star. It classical improv1sat1on done by next· night! 
1 sounded better than it did when Blackmore and Lord under the. 




Presented by the 
Creative Dance Group 
and 
Dance Classes . 
••••••••••••• 
April, 9 at, t'J:O~ am 




Tickets are $1.00 for adults 
· and 504 for children and they 
· are available from club 
members and at the door. 
This performance is a lecture 
· demonstration· concert. A 
variety of styles will be shown, 
incjuding jazz, ballet, tap and 
modern dance. 
IT '· S Nar.. TOO . T A 'TE •. •. 482 Main Street L.iM. . Malden, Mal 02148 
MONTREAL SPRING WEEKENDS (617) 321.3993 
$59.00 plus $19.00.tax & service 
IC1Cludes: Round trip trans. in luxury Motor Coach plus 
3 days - 2 nights at Hotel Sherbourg in 
downtown Montreal or Holiday Inn. 
Payment in full one week prior to depatture. 
Drinking age 18. . Departure Dates: 
Night clubs open·till 3 AM. APRIL 19•21 





'"The Shape of the Church in 
the World" was the topic of Dr. 
David O'Brien, associate profes-
sor of history at Holy Cross Col-· 
lege, Worcester, who spoke 
recently to an overflow audience 
at the Catholic Center of Bridge-
water State College. 
Dr. O'Brien, a nationally rec-
ognized authority on the Ameri-
can Catholic Church and a 
frequent contributor to such 
magazines as America and Com-
monwealth, pointed out tha't 
until recent years American 
Cathlocism could be regarded 
sociologically as a strong 
subculture. 
As such it was especially suc-
cessful with ethnic groups, offer-
ing them roots, .and a means of 
preserving both their native cul-
ture and a strong faith. 
The church, he said, was seen 
as the ordinary means of salva-
tion. ~·It wasn't impossible, but it 
was hard to be saved outside it." 
In the mid-60's, however, the 
picture changed, said the lec-
turer. "The strong church 
seemed to disintegrate." He gave 
several reasons: 
-changes in the Catholic sub-
culture; as education gave peo-
ple upward mobility, they left 
the immigrant working da~s; 
-development of the "first truly 
American Catholic parishes," 
coming with the postwar growth 
of surburbia and the departure 
of young families from ethnic 
neighborhooks; 
-election of John F. Kennedy , 
the first Catholic president, who 
-symbolized American Catholi-
cism's new place_ in the social 
structure; · 
-changes brought about by 
Vatican II, which altered the 
model of the church from "an 
institution possessing the means 
of salvation to that of a friendly 
servant church." 
-the "wrenching experiences" 
of the U.S. in the 60's, affecting 
all Americans, including race 
riots, Vietnam, and the assassi-
nations of the Kennedy brothers 
and Martin Luther King Jr. 
Together,. he said, these 
changes broke down the Ameri-
can Catholic subculture, blur-
ring the lines between church 
and world and, more specifi-
cally, between Cathlocism and\ 
other Christian churches. 
Religion, noted O'Brien, has 
become a voluntary matter for 
Catholics, "not theologically, 
but in actual practice." Many 
people, he said, are making 
moral decisions, such as those 
relating to birth control and 
abortion, for themselves, in 
effect espousing "do-it-yourself 
Cathlocism."" 
.~ . 
He said that the popular par-
ish renewal programs are typical 
of today's church. Other charec-
teristics inClude small-group 
programs and much more tho-
rough preparation for reception 
of the sacraments than in the 
past. 
Reaction to the "new church" 
varies, said O'Brien. Apart from 
the vast majority, who ·accept 
change as it comes along, he dis-
tinguished three vocal sub-
groups: 
--:"new sectarians," who want to 
clarify boundaries and who 
insist that "our church is the 
church,'\' not a people struggling 
toward t;-uth but a people pos-
sessing it; 
-charismatics, some of whom 
see the chuirch as infected by the 
world and themselves as the 
"saving remnant" who must 
hang together; 
-old-liners who want the pre-
conciliar church back, with "dis-
cipline, doctrine, and loyalty." 
Coming to specifics with 
regard to contemporary Catholi-
cism, O'Brien reminded his 
audience that the U.S. bishops' 
peace pastoral declared that 
Christians are almost every-
where in a minority and should 
be prepared to accept the possi-
bility of persecution and even 
matyrdom. · 
American Catholics do not 
reflect this attitude, said 
DITiSh"udeNight 
St. Patrick's Day came ten, 
days early here at Bridgewa.ter 
State College in the Heritage 
Room of the Clement C. Max-
well Library. The library's name-
sake;. his .country, and its culture 
were celebrated on March 7th. 
Professor John A. Murphy, 
Chairman of the History 
Department at University Col~ 
lege Cork, Dr. Frank Phelan, 
Director of the Irish Studies . 
Program at Stonehill College, 
and Dr. B. Aspinwall of Glas-
gow University, were .the main 
speakers for the program. 
Coi:k~s 800th anniversary wa~ 
saluted as fashions by Dublin 
designer Dolores Boylan were 
modeled by students from Pro .. 
fessor Maureen Connelly's Irish 
Literature Class . Photographs of 
Ireland's landscape and peoples 
by Dr. John proege, B.SC Art 
professor, Maura Koutigan of 
Mass. College of Art, and Frank 
Dalton of Newbury Jr. College 
were and are on display through 
April 10th. in the Heritage 
Room. Dr. Owen McGowan, 
Director of the Maxwell Library 
· was the chairman of the , 
program. 
O'Brien. "Very comfortably at 
home in American society, they 
are managing to reconcile Cath-
locism and secularism." 
· · In contradiction to this, he 
said, "the contemporary Chris-
tian church must be built on the 
personal commitment of its 
members" and the prophetic 
. voice of such groups as the 
Catholic Worker must not be 
disregarded. 
Other hoped-for characteric-
tics in O'Brien's contempora;ry 
Christian are integrity of life 
ericompassing, parish activities, 
and family and work commit-
ments; a critical consciousness of 
the.church from the inside; and 
acceptance of r~sponsibility for 
constructive change. 
Supporting the "seamless gar-
ment" of life issues proposed by 
Chicago Cardinal Joseph Ber-
nardin, O'Brien pointed out that 
the Christian vocation is our 
fundamental way of shaping the 
world" and that the Bernardin 
proposal speaks directly to the 
most serious problems of the 
day.· 
In a discussion period follong 
his talk, O'Brien declared "I 
think the Catholic Church is one 
of the most interesting and sig-
nificant institutions in the world. 
It's present where there's poverty 
and that's what the body of 
Christ is supposed to be about." 
Summing up his message,. he 
• a unique 
re 
added, "We ought to believe it's 
possible to change things. The 
kingdom of God 1sn't pie in the 
sky; it's here and now. Ifwe don't 
believe it's possible to change the 
world, we shouldn't be here." 
[Reprinted by permission from 
The Anchor, a Catholic news-
paper of the ,Fall River diocese. 1 






(Majors/ Minors/ Aptitudes) 
Foryou and for the world. Peace Corps will combine 
your education with training to prepare you for a 
volunteer position in: • Education • Fisheries • 
Health • Agriculture • Forestry or other areas. You'll 
meet new people, learn a new language, experience 
.a new culture and gain a whole new outlook. And 
while you're building your future, you'll be helping 
people in developing countries learn the. basics of 
tech'1ologi<;:al advancement. 
APRIL 2 
11:00 a.n. - film & info in 
Haxwell Library, Rm. L-12. 
1: 00 p.m._. - Senior interview 
LAST DAY TO CHANGE MAJOR 
*· APRIL 19 * 
All students who w~sh to change their major for 
pre-registration must follow this deadline if they are 




Aries (Mar 20-Apr 20) This 
week will bring a 'better attitude 
toward life, love, and the pursuit 
of a higher education. 
Taurus (Apr 21-May 21) Luck 
will be with you, now is the time 
to take a chance. 
, Gemini (May 22-June 21) Be 
happy this week. You are loved 
very /much by the people who 
count most in your life. 
Cancer (June 22-July 23) It's 
time "to get your act together. 
This week is best for serious 
study. 
Leo (July 24-Aug 23) Appre-
ciate those who have been so nice 
to you. True friendship is worth 
.. more than anything else in the 
world. 
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Vhgo 0~2~~~ Benke __ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o~H~~· 
to yourself, take some time out . 
DEAR P.J. 
Dear P.J., 
Last year I started dating one 
of my best friend's ex boyfriends. 
My friend had no problem 
accepting this until about a week 
ago when she broke up with her 
boyfriend. Now she says things 




It sounds as if your friend is 
hurting a little because you have 
managed to hold on to this guy 
and she couldn't. Talk ·to her 
about how she feels both about 
him and breaking up with her 
boyfriend. Try not to bring up 
what she has been saying or she 




I have t-ft.is horrible problem! I 
drool when l sleep. I know this 
might not seem like much of a 
problem to you but my boy-
friend can't understand why I 
won't sleep with him at night. I 
can't tell him that I drool I'd be 
so embarrassed. HELP!!! 
The Sad Salivator 
Dear Sad Salivator 
Drooling in your sleep is so 
common that it is not even consi-
dered a problem. If your boy-
friend is as understanding as he 
should be, you .shouldn't feel 
embarrassed to tell him. 
P.J. 





S A T E Y 
E1Dl!J~D 
for you ... for a change. 
Libra (Sep 24"" Oct 23) Don't 
miss your opportunity! Your 
wildest dream may come true. · 
Scorpio (Oct 24-Nov 22) Things 
will go your way this week. 
Sagitauius (Nov 23-Dec 21) 
Wake up and smell the coffee. 
Capicorn .{Dec 22-Jan 20) Be 
prepared for a blast from the 
past, An old friend may call you. 
Aquarius (Feb 20-Mar 20) 
Make peace with the one you 
Pisces (Feb 20-Mar 20) Plan 
ahead, you never know what 
tomorrow will hold., 
WORDS OF WISDOM. 
"The hardest trouble a person 
can make is to fall over his her 
own bluff'• 
refulgent {ri-ful'jent) shining, 
radiant, glowing 
Why did ·the duck go to the 
psychologist? 
Because he thought he. was 
quacking 
up! Laura Clark Staff Writer 
0 -L W A- L 
lE~H!JDD' What comes when March runs - out of gas? 
ClASSIFIED 
For Sale: ,Ru~riing Shoes, Brand Name 'First Quality. $15/pair. 
Value to $55 limited quantity . Call 866-9836 efos. , 
For Sale: '78 Suzuki GS-550 E, excellent condition black with red 
and gold pinstriping; I I 4 fairing, sport mirrors, digital gearing, 
crash bars, contmentals. Recently tuned up,. 13,000 miles. Call 
Mark after 7:00p.m. at 773-6080. 
For. Sale- Manual Smith-Corona typewriter in good condition. 
See Donna, Wood room 16. . . 
F~male Roommate wanted: $55 a week includes all utilities 5 
n:mute walk :~ campus, own bedroom in large apartment, has 
For Sale 74 Fiat t 24 4-door. 4 
cyl. w/61,000 Automatic Trans. 
25 mpg. New paint- Baby Blue. 
Runs excellent great commuter 
· car. I will guarantee car until end 
of semmester. All parts anc! 
labor. Already winterized. Ask-
ing $1000 Firm ·Call Cisco 697-
6878. ' 
For Sale Ludwig Drum Set. 4 
piece w/hardware no cy~bals,8 
inch deep Ludwig Snare. Titan 
heavy duty high hat. Asking 
$500 Call Cisco 697-6878. , 
For Saie. '77 Z-28 Camaro. New 
Paint, Red/ Silver two-tone, New 
High performance engine, 350 
bored out to a 400 less than 
10,000 miles, dual exhaust, 4 ~· 
barrel Holley Carb., Sixty Series 
Tires all around w /Keystone 
classic rims, His and Hers racing 
Trans. New rearend just 
installed. This is one powerfull 
car! Over $6000 i.nvested, Asking 
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In the past two weeks many of 
BSC's students have broadened 
their travel horizons. Maybe you· 
were sunning in Fort Lauder-
dale, sipping your seventh beer 
of the afternoon or slithering 
thru the powder chutes at Snow- · 
bird, Vermont. Still others may 
have been visiting theirfolksand· 
friends· back homne while put-
ting in hours to pad the financial 
pocket. Maybe you were stock-
ing shelves at th~, supermarket or 
ringing a register at the local 
pharmacy. Whatever the situa-
tion you found yourself in dur-
ing break, no doubt there was a 
change in your daily routine. 
During this period away from 
campus, at some unsuspecting 
moment, whether at the beach or 
on a coffee break or on some. 
other quiet time alone, perhaps 
there was a moment of contem-
plation. You may have found 
yourself reflecting on what this 
all means -school, work, play, 
dates, deadlines: college life in 
general. For some, at times it' 
may be. frustrating, tiring, even 
seemingly hopeless and yet at 
other times it may mean a ray of 
light, a good mark, a laugh. 
Most all of us are touched by 
the spectrum, the whole range of 
fellings and functions of that 
which constitutes life as a college 
student. And now, a chance to 
get away -you may have earned 
it; then again ·you may have 
needed it to make up for going 
out too many nights or away too 
many weekends that could have 
been better spent in productive· 
study. . 
Has the imbalance affected· 
you? The time might be right for. 
evaluating what's wrong, what's 
right, and thinking abou( 
recharging your educational bat-, 
teries. Perhaps just as you may· 
have needed this break .and a· 
change of pace, you may also 
need a change in outlook. Do· 
you have burnout/ goal cop-out; 
have A's and B's been lost to C's 
and D's? Are you giving your all 
to Thursday, Friday and Satur-
day nights· at the local pubs 
rather than Monday through 
Friday nights at the Maxwell? 
Do you truly value your educa-
tional opportunity and your own 
potential? Why academia? Have 
your sights to the target gotten 
fogged? In one of those quiet 
moments, as a starter for con-
templation, reflect on this: 
Hail.Hail. 
The gang's all here. 
WHAT IS AN. EOOCATED PEBSCN 
An EDUCATED PERSCN is one who ha..s achieved a certain level 
of intellectual develor;:xnent and has ... ..:quired rrental skil~.? 
and µ::iwers that meet reasonable standards. These standards 
can be articualted as the follcM:ing. 
l. An EIXJCATED PERSCN rrust be able to think end write cl~ly 
ar.d effectively. This involves being able to camunicate;;_ with 
precision, cogency, arrl force. 
2. An EDUO\TED PERSCN should have a critical appreciation of 
the wavs in which we gafa koowledge and understanding c..1f the 
Uiiiverse, of society~ of ourselves. This involves an.in-
foo:nal acquaintance with the rna:thanatical aril. expe.rimen~ , · 
rretllods . of the physical an:i biological sciences: with the ~ 
iTiain ··ra:cms of analy~is aaj the histor:i.c«l ~ quantitative 
techniques needed for. investigating the workings an::I develop-
ment of rio:letn. s6ciety: with sore of the .important scholarly, . 
literacy, ar.d artistic achievements of ·the past: and, with 
the major religious ar.d philosoPbicaI· ~eptfons of~· 
3. An w.x::ATED PERSCN carn:iot be ignorant of other cultures 
and other times ar.d ·cannot be content to settle for mere 
parochialism. It is no longer i;:ossible, given the ¥10rld we 
live in, to conduct our lives without reference to the wiC!_er 
w::Jrld or to the historical forces that have shaped the 
present and '411.shape the future. 
4. An m.x::ATED PERSCN is expected to have· sane understarrling 
of, and experience .in thinking afuut m::iral and ethical prob:-
lans. While these i.ssues change .very little over the centuries, 
they aequire a new urgency for each genen.tion when it is t:er-
sonally confronted with the dilamias <:1£ choice. It may be 
that the rrost significant quality in educated persons is the 
infome:i judgment which enables, them to make discriminating 
rcoral . cl10ices. 
s. we Sb~ld expt:!C~ an EIXJCATED PE:RS<:N to have g~ -~s · 
and high esthetic and rcoral stw.daid::i. By this is rreant the 
capacity to reject shoddiness in all of ~ts many fo~, and 
to explain. and defend one's.views effectively and rationally. 
6 •. Fihally~ anEIXJCATED EERSCN is one who has achieved depth 
in sane field Of knowledge. This lies sate.mere between .the 
· levels of profes$ional ~tence and superficial acquaintance 
and can be achieved, net by a one-sided cir specialized curric-
u.lum_ alorie 1 nor by-.a system of general education . that is un- . 
focused and relatively unstructured, but by a broad under-
star.ding of the liberal arts. The libera~ ~s.ircmediatel~ 
raise the Spectre of superfic;balityr but it i.s in ~equality 
of the instruction that guards against superficiality. The 
suc~essful training of the intellect requires teache7s who 
believe in . the irrq;:ortance o'f this approach , to education an:L 
Who possess the talents to make it '.«)rk. 
f•' _'·,. 
[Excerpted from. "Undergradu-
ate Education: Defining the 
Issue", a report by Bean, Henry 
and Rosovsky of the faculty of 
Arts and . Sciences at -Harvard 




Members of Bridgewater Area 
for Nuclear Disarmament have 
set up a Ribbon Committee to 
design and produce panels for 
THE RIBBON, the nationwide 
project to encircle the Pentagon, 
the White House, and the 
Capitol Building with a RIB-
BON OF PEACE on August 6, 
1985, the fortieth anniversary of 
the U.S. nuclear bombings of 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The 
RIBBON is a grassroots work of 
art in the making, expessing the 
deep longing for peace of thou-
sands of people who want to 
remind the world ,of their dread 
of nuclear war and their hopes 
for the future of life on this 
planet. 
Begun in 1981 by a Denver 
grandmother, Justine Merritt, 
THE RIB'BON has already 
grown to over four miles of 
handmade cloth panels to be tied 
together, each expressing its 
maker's concept of ' 1what 
he/she/they cannot bear to 
think of as lost forever in a 
nuclear war." Panels are made 
by individuals or groups, from 
any kind and color of sturdy 
cloth using embroidery, 
applique, batik, quilting, knit-
ting, hooking, tie-dye, crochet, 
silkscreen, needlepoint, weav-
h1g, stenciling, painting, etc.--
any medium that can be placed 
or created on cloth. 
The next Ribbon Committee 
meeting will take place in April. 
In the meantime, anyone inter-
ested in creating an individual 
panel or ·in helping to create 
group panels should call Ruth · 
Hall (Ribbon Resource Person 
for. Bridgewater) at 697-2721, 
evenings or weekends. Creating 
and submitting a panel for THE 
RIBBON does not commit one 
to attend the Washington D.C. 
Encirclement on August 6th. 
THE RIBBON organizers· 
hope to have finished panels put 
on display at town halls or 
libraries locally (and possibly at 
the Boston Marathon April 15), 
then to have sew-ins/ displays at 
state capitols in May, and finally 
to take the panels to Washington 
to be tied together on August 4th 
for the Encirclement ritual on 
the 6th. A portion of the RIB-
BON OF PEACE wm be· pre-
served by the Peace Museum in 
Chicago as a work of folk art 
unique in all the world. Travel-
ing exhibits of RIBBON sections 
are already moving around the 
country. 
The RIBBON OF PEACE is a 
project catching fire throughout 
the nation (and even in Canada) 
in a way never envisioned by its 
originator, who hoped for one 
mile of RIBBON. From the 
RIBBONS creator, Justine Mer-
ritt, these words: "First, claim 
your fear, then; praying for 
peace, affirm life by making 
something beautiful out of your 
fears and through your prayer-
s ... to tell this nation that we love 
the Earth and its people ... and 
since we are praying for a whole 
planet-the whole Earth-some 
of our symbols of what we value 
will be very different. Eac.h of us 
is unique; our values are 
also ... So please continue to 
_stretch your hearts to welcome 
airthe symbols. We are not pray-
ing for peace for all people 'just 
like us' but for alll the Peoples of 
the Earth.•' 
WE'LL PAY YOU TO GET INTO 
. SHAPE THIS SUMMER. 
_.-:_. ~ 
If you have at least 
two years of college left, 
you can spend six weeks at 
our Army ROTC Basic 
Camp this summer and earn 
appr9ximately $600. 
And if you qualify, you · 
can enter the ROfC 2-
Year Program this fall and 
receive up to $1,000 a year. 
But the big payoff 
happens on graduation day. 
That's when you receive 
an officer's commission. 
So get your body in 
shape (not to mention your 
bank account). 
Emoll in Army ROTC. 
For more information, 
contact your Professor of 
Military Science. 
ARMY'ROTC. , 
· -.. , ... BEAU. YOU CAM BE. 
.~}, Contact .the Director .~· .. 1.··. •·.·  ..  ... ·.·.{§.11·.· ... •.: .. •:.•;!a~~~~~~~t ~::e. :r~~ ~ ~b: extension 1333. 




An1hony G'. FaKen 
Sports Editor 
"J oc" is 18. A superb athlete, and an honors student at his area 
high school. He was popular with his fellow teammates, his 
teachers, and the local townspeople. "Joe" is now at a correctional 
facilty, serving time for possesion of drugs, just because he wanted 
another "high" in his growing list of milestones. 
This past week, another point shaving and drug scandal hit the 
NC' AA basketball world, as three players, one a possi.ble I st round 
NBA draft pick, plus one other student at Tulane University in 
New Orleans, were arrested for alledged point shaving and possc-
sion of cocaine charges. All sterning from alledgcd point shaving 
games versus NC AA finalist Memphis State University and 
Southern Mississippi University. 
At best, it sickens me (and that is peing very nice) as a person 
dealing with the sports world. The NC AA, in their produced 
public service litcrature,;stresses time and time again that students 
be aware of the fact that there arc drugs on every college campus. 
Maybe there arc drugs right here on our campus. I cannot answre 
that question, nor do I want even to think about it. This is not to 
be taken by any adult, or member of the administration here at 
RSC' that either I am hi_ding something, or that I just do not care! 
Because I do! It is a black mark against an athletic program when 
a scandal hits such as the Tulane ·university students will be 
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BEARS BUS/NE S 
We are now in the home 
stretch. Six more weeks of aca-
demics and its time for summer 
fun. Those six weeks, though, are 
going to be action packed when 
it ~omes to varsity and intramu-
ral sports. All the spring sports 
open up this week with the men's 
baseball and track teams already 
in season. 
The Baseball Bears, already 
(2-1) from their Virginia trip, 
played in the Stonehill Tourney 
this past weekend. Meanwhile, 
the men's track team competed 
in the Fitchburg State 
Invitational. 
The women's lacrosse team 
open up their season tomorrow 
(April 2) at home against Smith. 
Gametime is 3:30 p.m. Women's 
softball opens up at home as well 
on Friday (April 5) against 
North Aclams in a doubleheader 
that begins at I :00 p.m. 
• I 
Spring intramurals start up 
today with softball beginning at 
3:30 p.m. This year's IM supervi-
sors are Bob McCabe and Glenn 
Harnisch. Street hockey begins 
tomorrow at the tennis courts 
behind the Student Union at the 
same time. IM supervisors for 
this program are Dan Pailes and 
Jerry Tolosko. Twelve teams 
will be competing in street 
hockey while twenty four will be 
in the softball program. 
The Kelly Gym will be closed 
at 6 p.m. on Friday till Monday 
for the Easter Weekend. 
Plans are beginning for the 
third annual BSC Triathlon. 
Tentative date is Thursday, May 
9. Stay tuned for details. 
i Also, canoeists may be inter-
ested in an afternoon canoe trip 
down the Charles River some 
time in April. When the weather 




Softball coach Dede Enaben-
ter did some intense on-campus 
recruiting this year. Also the 
1 assistant coach for women's bas-
ketball, Dede nabbed five girls 
from the hoop team for softbal-
L..Talk about an impressive 
athletic resume!. .. Basketball's 
Cathy Baker was recently named 
ECAC Player of the Year, to the 
Kodak All American team, 
MASC AC A I l-Confere11ce 
team, EC AC All-Star team, and 
MVP of the NEWBA Coaches 
All-Star game. How's that for a 
year!!. .. Recently, the men's and 
women's lacrosse teams began 
practicing together in an effort 
to help both squads. Coa • 
Mary l .ou Thimas has noticr , a. 
great improvement in her te .m's 
corit·cntration during tho .. c ses-
sions. I wonder why? 
u 
reading in their st udcnt newspapers int he coming weeks. Students March 17 at Clemson University in South Carolina arc facing the same The following is a recap of the 1985 NCAA Di~ision l Basket- al Houston problem at this time, with the recent "athletics before academics" hall tournament, which concludes tonight (Aprill) in Louisville, Memphis S1. (17. llAB l16, O'I 
· · h 1 l' B' E. t BOSTON ('01.IHiF 74. Duke B scandal~·~that resulted in firings of coaches and the school's athletic Kentucky. Georgetown will face Villanova m tomg ts a 1 1g as Scmlfinalo; director and President. Students there are banding behind this conference final. The game will be televised by CBS television March 21 fact. In a recent television report on ABC television, ABC sports beginning at 9:00 p. m. 111 Oallas 
Oklahmna H<i. l.ouisiilna lt'l'h l\4, OT reporter Jack ~hittakcr talked to students and asked ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· df1RNAMENT at Oayton, Ohio March 23 is first! 
Scandals such as at Tulane and the Clemson ~re rio common-
place rcgrctably to college athletics. Let us only hope that that 
scandal docs nor come here to Bridgewater at any time. 
· I would like to hear from concerned students about this issue, 
especially if you arc as concerned with this issue as I am: Please 
drop off your comments to 1}ie Comment. Especially since our 
newspaper is delivered off campus, I would like to get your 
personal reaction. Our address is: 
7'he Com1ru•nt 
Bridgewater State College 
·Student Union Building 
Bridgewater, Massachusetts 02324 
. 
I would especially like to hear from concerned coaches and 
athletic directors on this issue. I will update the story as it pro-
gresses, and will read all of your comments. 
Get into the Bears spirit! 
BRIDGEWATER BEARS 
THIS WEEK 
Wednesday, April 3rd 
So/ihall vs. U-Mass Boston-J:OO p.m. Frid~y. April 5th 
Baseball vs. North Adams (MASCAC)-1:00 p.m. 
·~ Sojibal/ vs. North Adams (MASCAC)-1:00 p.m. 
Satu-rday, April 6 
Baseball at Sowheastern Mass. Univef.\·iry-l 2dJO noon 
SPONSORED BY THE COMMENT 




8 hrs. per/wk 
Hours &\Salary Negotiable· 
Transportation Provided 
Education Major/ or 
Someone who likes children 
697 -2168 after 5 pm 
Business Opportunity 
$10·$360 Weekly/Up Mailing Circular~! 
, No bosses/quotas! Sincerely intere:;ted 
rush self-addressed envelope: Mailer•' 
Association, Dept. AR-7CEG, PC> 
Box 470, ·woodetock, II. 60098 
f~~L~~~N-;~;"t t· 5 I!>ays a week I t . 6:30 AM - 4:00 PM 6 
6 . Salary Negotiable ' 
. ' ..... ~·~l!JZU6a ......... J 
I<:ast Regional Ni1vy 78, 1.ouisianu SL 55 111 Dallas First Round Mnryland 69, Miami, Ohio 68. OT Memphis Sr. (iJ, Oklalwmit (i I March 14th Michig<m 59, Fairleigh Dickinson 55 
at Hartford, Conn. Villanova 51, Dayton 49 
Georgetown 68, Lehigh 43 Second Round 
Temple 60, Virginia Jech 57 March 16 
I .oyola. 111. 59, Iona 58 · , 11t South Bend, Jnd. 
SMU 85, Old Dominion 6H North Carolina 60, Notre Dane 58 
March ISth Auhurn M, Kansm; 64 
11C Atlanta March 17 
lllinoi:; 76. NORTH l;ASTFH N 57 at Dayton, Ohio 
Georgia 67, Wichita St. 59 · Villanova 59, Michigan 55 
Syracui;e 70, DePaul 65 Maryland M. Navy 59 
<icorgi<1 Tech 65, Mcrc<.:r 58 Semifinalw 
Second Round March 22 
March 16 at Birmingham, Ala. 
at Hartford, Conn. Villanova 46, Maryland 4J 
Georgetown 6J, Temple 46 North Carolina 62, Auburn 56 
l .oyol~1. Ill. 70, SM lJ 57 Championship 
March 17 March 24 
at Atlanta at Birmln1:ham, Ala. 
lllinoi:; 74. Georgia 58 Villinova 56, North Cmolinu 44 
Georgia Tech 70, Syracuse 53 Midwest Re.:lonal 
Semifinals First Round 
March 21 March 14 
at Providence aC Tulsa, Okla. 
Georgia Tech 61, Illinois 53 Ohio St. 75. Iowa St 64 
Georgetown 65, Loyola. Ill. ~3 Louisiana Tech 78, Pittshurgh 54 . 
Ch,amplonship Okluhomu 96, North Carolina A&T 8J 
March 23 lllin~>is St. 58, Suuthcr"n California 55 
at Providence March .15 




at South Bend, Ind. 
Kansas 49, Ohio ll. J8 
Auburn 59, Purdue 58 
North Carolina 76, Mid. Tennessee 57 
Notre Dume 79, Oregon St. 70 
Cape Cod and !he islands of Manha's Vineyard and 
Nantucket have more good paying jobs open to 
students and teachers lhis summer than ever 
before. 
A directory of employers listing lhO~sa.nda of these 
jobs also. contains housing info and applicalloo 
forms. No fees are charged. 
For an immediate copy of the 1985 Direc1ory via 
1st Class Mall send $3.QO to: 
C•P• Cod 8umm•r Job BurHu • 
Box 594, Room 100 
Barnstable, MA 02630 
·WANTED 
EXPERIENCED CHILDCARE 
3 Evenings a wk. I 3 · 9 pm 
. 5 m<;>l')th old twins/ trans. ne<:essary 
Call before 2 pm 947-1218 
Memphis St. 67, Penn 55 
Alahuma-Birmingham 70, Michigan 68 
BOSTON ('01.1.EOE 55, Texas Tech 53 
Duke 75, Peppcrdinc 62 
Second Round 
March 16 
at Tulsa, Okla. 
Louisiana Tech 79, Ohio St. 67 
Oklahoma 75, lllinc1is St. 69 
THE FINAL FOUR . 
at Lexington, Kentucky 
Satu.rday, March 30 
••••• 
Georgetown Hoyas 77 
St. John's Redmen 59 
....... 
Vi/1pnova Wildcats 52 
Merrtphis State Tiger~f 45 
....... 
NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP 











ut Salt L!lke C'ity, lltah 
SI. .lohn'i; 8J, Soul ht:rn ll. 59 
Arkansas 6.1, Iowa 54 
NL·vmh1-l .ai; Vegas 85. San Diego St. KO 
Kcnrul'ky 66, Washin!-\1011 58 
March I~ 
at Albuquerque, N.M. 
Norlh Carolina St. 65, Ncvadu-Rcno Sti 
lcxas 1:1-Paso 79, ·1 ul.sa 75 
Virginiu Commonwealth XI, Marshall65 
Ali1hanrn 50. Ari1ona 41 
Second Round 
March 16 
11t Salt Lake C'lty, Utah 
St. .John'i; 68. Arkansa~ 65 
Kentucky 64, Ncv.-1.as Vega~ ti l 
March 17 
at Albuquerque, N.M. 
Aluhama 6.1, Va. Commonwealth 59 




N'.C. State 61, Alabama 55 








Every. Tues. & Thurs. 
3 .. 7 PJ}f 
Place: 
S.G .A. Office 
. or 
Council Chambers 
Free to All 
B.s .. ·c .. Students 
- > 
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Spring ~ports-Lookin Good 
Spring has sprung: Everyone's 
Nalking aroun( with their tans 
~ :rom either F ~orida or Tana- · 
- ~ama. Buds ~ re bursting and 
'irds are chirriing. The weather 
1as finally br ·Jken for the better .. 
The sprin~- athletic teams have 
- ~xited the Kelly Gym to their 
~espective idaying fields and are 
~earing up for their season open-
;:;rs this \Vi:ek. Here's how the 
:earns look on paper: 
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL 
The Lady Bears are_ coming 
off their finest season ever (21-6-
1) anu their first appearance in 
·;he NCAA tournament. From 
:hat starting squad head coach 
Dede Enabenter lost only one 
)f.1;-ter to graduation (Jodie 
· (Jhrie). With that kind of a team 
eturning one would expect 
nore of the same for I 985. 
As always, pitching is the key 
. o a good softball team. BSC has 
mphomore Darlene Dusseault 
. ::-et urning to the mound. Dewey 




no-hitters and seven shutouts. 
Junior Michelle Currie and 
freshman Sandy White are com-
ing along fine during pre-season 
and should be able to take over 
when needed. 
The outfield situation is stabil-
. ized by All-American Chris Rus-
sell (.421) in centerfield. Carolyn 
Parsley, Laurie O'Connell, and 
Laurie Rota should see quite a 
bit of action as well in both left 
and right. 
The left side of the infield is 
solid with co-captain Deb Car-
riero at third and Anne Pelrine 
at short. Jeanne Gately will be 
switching to second with the reli-
able Jody Whyte at first. Co-
captain Jill Barres will handle 
the catching duties with able Peg 
Hanlon as backup. 
Needless to say they are a very 
strong ball club. If the piching . 
corps can maintain the level of 
consistency it h?d last year, this 
team spould again be vying for 
an NCAA playoff berth. 
H oyas, WildCatS Meet 
For NCAA Title 
By . Villanova had to hold on 
Anthony G. Fagen Keith Lee and the~ Tigers o( 
Sports Editor Memphis Stale. Lee, who· had 
It will be Patrick ·Ewing, ·col"'' fouled out with 10:24 left in. the 
lege basketball's player of the game, might just have been the 
year ,for 1985, versus the .Italian. 'key to the. loss.. Dwayne 
of Philadelphia's Catholic area McLain's 19 points were the 
tonight (April I) as Georgetown final straws that tamed the Tig:.. 
will tap off against Villanova for ers offense. Villa.nova's main 
the right to be the NCAA cham- goal· was to get the Tigers into 
I f 1985 Serl'ous foul trouble. Therefor~. pions in division . . or· . . . _ 
Georgetown is lookmg for its Villanova to()k this ball game in 
second straight tournament the end, wihmng 52-45. 
championship, while Villanova For John Thompson-of Geor-
is looking for their first. _ · getown and Rollie Massamino 
Georgetown - tenacLou.s of Villanova, both coaches will 
'defense propelled them into this . go down in the record books as 
year's finals 1n a 77;..59 romp over .,_being the fir$t same conference 
the Redmen of St. Jol).n's Uni- coaches in the finals since Big 
h d Ten conference rivals Indiana· versity. Chris Mullin, who a 
scored in double figures in 101. and Michigan met in 1976. 
consecutive games before Satur- My personal choice: the. 
day's semifinal in Louisville, Boyas by 11. Although anyone 
Kentucky, was held to just eight who knows me can say I have 
G been p'roven wrong .. I may just be points by the · Hoyas. . eorge-
town had the ball game from the right. 
opening tap-off, lead"ing by as Also look for Ewing AND 
much as 12 points in the early Harold Pressley to share most 
.sfages of the first half. valu~b/e player's honors tonight. 
'.'ii~~-'.';.~· ... ~:;) 
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S, 
TRACK 
New coach Ed Delgado has 
been very pleased with both the 
numbers and quality of talent on 
the squad. Once again, middle 
distance and distance events 
should be strong points for BSC . 
Ed Bombadier and Cindy Lindh 
should do well in the 800 meters. 
Carol Jackson, Ann. Marie 
Rose, Cheryl Corbett, and Scott 
Yakola will be strong finishers in 
both the 1500 and 3000 meters. 
The most noticeable improve-
ment will be in th~ field events 
with veteran Chris Duval (dis-
cus; shot) heading a cast that 
includes Martha Smith, 
Michelle Thompson, and Todd 
Grosse Uavelin). 
· The first real test for both 
come this weekend at the S.M.U. 
Invitaional. With the number of 
first and second year athletes on 
the team coach Delgado is not 
only optimistic about this year 
but next year as well. 
MEN'S TENNIS 
Joe Yeskewicz has a pleasant 
problem on his hands. The prob-
lem being he has so many tal-
ented· players he doesn't know 
what to do with them all. Lead:-
ing the. pack are veterans Mark 
Desrouchers., Brad Mastran-
gelo, and Jim Storey. Heading 
the newcomer list are fres hmail 
Mike Davis a_nd juniors Rick 
Bouchner and George Troupe. 
With only a week of practrice 
under their belts, Yeskewicz says 
this team is much better than the. 
fall team (3-4). He can't wait for 
th,e season opener against Stone-
hill on April 9th. 
So, as you see on paper; 
Bridgewater State's spring looks 
very promising. Now only the 
teams can do what they have the 
potential to do~ their seasons 
may well run over into tourna-
ment time. come May. 
Cindy Lindh 
MEN'S BASEBALL 
Fresh from ther southern 
·swing in Virginia, the Baseball 
Bears (2:..1) eagerly await t!?-e 
start of the New England sche-
dule. They open up in the cele-
brated Stonehill toumey(March 
29-31) against a tough S.M.U. 
squad. 
Head coach Glenn Chatterton 
has done a heckuva job to shore 
up the Bea-r's weaknesses from 
last year's (7-12) seas on with 
some excellent freshman talent 
on this year's team. However, 
he'll still have to look to his vete-
·rans for leadership if they are to 
have a successful season. 
Heading the veteran conting-
ent are co-captains Mike Beli-
veau (outfield) and Rick Penney 
(pitcher). Both Saugus natives, 
Mike hit (.404) last year with 
Rick being the best returning 
hurle_r (3-2) from.last years staff. 
Other veterans who need to excel 
are junior Tim Finnegan {out-
field), Gary Corshia (DH/ OF), 
and Paul Palermo (2B). 
WOMEN'S LACROSSE 
The women's lacrosse team mos 
certainly should improve on last 
year's (l-8) record. The team has 
nearly doubled in size, giving the 
squad that much needed depth 
they lacked last season. The 
team has many first year players, 
some with little experience, but 
the squad is determined to do 
well this season. Still, there are 
quite a few veterans on the team 
that coach Mary Lou Thimas 
hopes can get things going. 
Returning on the attack line are 
senior Ruth DeBesse, and 
sophomores Sue Larson, Karen 
Frederico, and Alyssa Davis. 
Midfielders include Pam· Kelley, 
Lori Raymond, and Darlene 
Donovan. The defense will be 
anchored ·around Jeannette 
Albee, Wendy Happ, and Amy 
Barton. Splitting the netminder 
duties will be Karen Rapchuck 
and Ellen Kelliher . 
Competiton will be tough as 
the Lady ·Bears play an inde-
pendent schedule against ·such 
powers as Providence, Wheaton, 
Springfield, and Holy Cross. 
However, with the added depth 
and a good effort from the vets. 
this team could be a suprise. 
Heading the freshmen crew 
are pitchers John Duddy and 
Paul Cosgrove. Both will be log-
ging quite a few starting assign-
ments this year. The infield,,~~11&'" . 
have a new look to it as well with ''"'"'~v.,,, 
Brockton's Shawn Barry at first. 
Ed Kangas at short, and Matt 
Smith at third. 
The Bears will be playing a 35 
game schedule this year, the 
most they've ever had. The first 
ten games will be a key to the 
season with the early competi-
tion being the toughest. But with 
the hopes th;;· the freshman tal· 
ent can pick up the slack, Chat· 
terton believes the Bears couk 
finish stro,ng in 1985. 
'.,, 
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************************************* CAREER FAIR 
************************************* 
On Wednesday; April 10th from 1:00 to 4:00 p.m., there will be a CAREER FAIR in the Student Union 
Ballroom. The CAREER FAIR (not to be confused with "Summer Job Fair") will consist of representatives 
from over 50 companies, organizations; and agencies here for the purpose of informing the students of 
Bridgewater State College about their companies, jobs, and field of work. 
STUDENTS--YOU WILL BE DOING YOURSELF A GREAT INJUSTICE IF YOU DO NOT 
ATTEND THE CAREER DAY!! 
ASK YOURSELF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS: 
Do I know what I can do with my major in. .. ? 
Where will f b~ next year? (particularly seniors) 
.. Am I interested in doing an in'ternship next but have no .ideas? · 
What kind,of.companies are involved in the type I work I am looking forward to? 
f d like to apply to some companies but I don't know anybody in the field!! 
If you find these statements confusing, or have any other questiuons about your career-THEN DO 
YOURSELF A FAVOR--TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS OPPORTUNITY!!! 
The setting will be very informal. This is not a JOB FAIR (although you will have a chance to make some 
great contacts), this is a Career Information Day. Seniors may want to bring along resumes just in case. 
Employers will be prepared to answer your questions, give you advice about your future, and are genuinely 
inte.rested in meeting you. MARK THIS DATE ON YOUR CALENDAR RIGHT NOW!!! 
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE 
BRISTOL LABORATORIES 
BROCKTON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
CPP SECURITY 
COMPONENT MANUFACTURING CO. 
EASTERN EDISON CO. 
SOUTH SHORE BUSINESS SYSTEMS 
CONSUMER FINANCIAL SERVICES 
THE BOSTON TEE PARTY 
DELVAL NUTRITION GROUP 
SACK THEATRES 
15 
OFFICE FOR CHILDREN , 1 »{~j1;~~~~-~~1~l!i!1"l--IMdilllijW'l.l1lliall1 . .ali8-llmJiJll_Jl(_1,!.~,d;,· ···---~ ... HIT OR MISS, INC. •' . KING AVIATION . . . 
. SIPPICAN OCEAN SYSTEMS MASSACHUSETTS CABLEVISION . 
PEACE CORPS MASSACHUSETTS CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 
HEATH CONSULTANTS, INC. INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE ,, 
BRAINTREE HOSPITAL STATE POLICE(PERSONNEL) 
PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL OFFICE SPECIALISTS 
MASSACHUSETTS REHABIUTA TION COUNCIL PEOPLE'S SA VIN GS ·BANK 
·MORSE SHOE, INC. BOSTON FINANCIAL DATA SERVICES 
MUPAC CORPORATION CLASSIC IMAGE MARKETING 
FOXMOOR CASUALS DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 
BIRD & SON (BOSTON) 
. CAPE COD TIMES . PAPERAMA, INC. 
SOUTH SHORE RESPITE CENTER'.
1 
WELLS FARGO, INC. 
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE BOSTON MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE 
OPTIONS ASSOCIATES U.S. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY ZAYRE CORP. 
COMMISSIONER OFFICE; LABOR & INDUSTRIES DEPT. Y.M.C.A. 
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP. RADIO SHACK 
NEW ENGLAND RESIDENTIAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES 
BE THERE 
IT'S YOUR 
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SEE YOUR JOSTENS REPRESENTATIVE; 
APRIL 3, 4, and 5 10 ~m - 3 pm 
DATE TIME 
OUTSIDE BOOKSTORE $20 Deposit 
PLACE 
